Humility Is Today’s Mortgage Payment Due
Prisons are propelled by the perceived irregulars, abnormals, and anomalies
no one’s anonymous in the clouds of social media
for every trial and triumph, there is another autobiography –
young and innocent I wanted to be my country's President
before my gangster, my hustles, I'm talking every part of me
even though it’s levels to conspiracies, all this greed, and hate
I still aim to propel my remaining innocence in our predatorial society –
see from birth the greater majority of us are from the mud
and programmed to be a working class to chase necessities
I'm just a gourmet ingredient discovered screaming Oyezzz
for Tookie, Mandela, Martha, Emery, and Maino type recipes –
due to our political climates, I have to look beyond portfolios
I can no longer trust what's leading us or their alleged credits
in our Google society, their worth is just as tainted as felons
so are their fraternities, financial relations, and levels of debits –
now open your eyes I'm something like manure, fertilizing the soil,
you can comprehend the nutrients in every verse
as a loving parent like a newborn, I'm bottle feeding Oyezzz imported
formulas patented and assured to make your thoughts burp –
now name for name and soul for soul we all are dreamers
who have dreamers holding their breaths waiting to exhale
mentally in the finest of hotels like Expedia chasing history
like encyclopedias being forever indebted to Vantell Media –
a heart of gold who understood I was tired of being tired
now today I can trust, withstand judgments, and corrections
knowing getting out of our own way is a learned art
saturated in uncomfortableness, fears, and directions –
so its without question the propellers and designs of prisons
have targeted poverty, addictions, this undoubtedly is no accident
for centuries we've lived amongst society free as incarcerated targets
perpetuating ignorance and more ignorance in thousands of accents –
so as I close remember the time for equality, change,
and loving thy neighbor is humbling and clearly before us,
as the sun rises and sets humility undeniably shifts with it
like our higher power taxes on life I'm talking life's humility mortgage –
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